Camp responsible monitors: Angeline and Mélanie, accompanied by 2 interns.

Angeline is a childhood educator trained in nature environmental education (SILVIVA).

Phone # in case of emergency: Angeline 079 305 31 27 or Equality Office 078 629 53 28

Programme
The camp will take place at EPFL Pavillon A. You can reach the entrance from Rte des Noyerettes (see enclosed map).
The activities are held from 8.30 to 16.30, except on Friday (see below).
Here is a brief overview of the week’s program:
Building on Peter Wohlleben’s recent research on tree intelligence, we will explore and draw inspiration from cooperation in nature to enrich our human relationships.
On the program, cooperative games, discoveries through the 5 senses of the forest, land art, creativity and especially co-creation of the week with the children to deepen the themes that will interest them.

On Friday afternoon a presentation for the parents is scheduled at 15.30

The Ecoline caterer will serve all lunches, either a hot meal or a pic nic depending on the day’s activities.

Equipment List (We are not responsible for damage, theft or loss of items during the week of activities.)
- Inside clothes: slippers or indoor shoes
- Outside clothes (used clothes): clothes and shoes suitable for the weather, sun hat
- Morning and afternoon snacks
- A water bottle (gourde) and a small backpack for our outings outside
- Anti-tik product (anti-brumm naturel, green bottle), Sun cream
- Medicine if necessary (on prescription)
ACCES PAVILLON A, Rte des Noyerettes